CTK6 Editorial Note

CTK6 hosts a large monographic issue devoted to the subject Kant in Current Philosophy of Mind and Epistemology, coordinated by the colleagues Sofia Mingues y Paulo Tunhas from the University of Porto. The issue includes 11 papers by authors from Argentina, Germany, France, Portugal, Turkey, USA and Ecuador. This CTK6 issue also includes a Dossier with the title Kant on Grace, coordinated by Pablo Muchnik from the Emerson College, and Lawrence Pasternack, from the Oklahoma State University, with contributions from Kant scholars from Belgium and USA.

It contains also a Discussion section with an article that the independent researcher Robert Hanna published in CTK 5. The section Documents rescues from oblivion a text on Kant’s juridical writings by Julius Ebbinghaus, with the title “The Law of Humanity and Kant’s Philosophy of Right”, translated into Spanish by Cristina Gómez Baggethum (Univ. of Oslo) and Óscar Cubo Ugarte (Univ. of Valencia). The latter introduces and displays the context of the translated text for the Spanish speaker audience. The Books reviews furnish a wide overview of recent Kant-related publications released in German, Spanish, French, English and Italian.

We have the honour to publish the Interview that Cinara Nahra, from the UFRN (Brazil), made to Maria Lourdes Alves Borges, current President of the Sociedade Kant Brasileira. The new section Conversations, appeared for first time in CTK5, brings a dialogue between Ileana Paula Beade, from the National Univ. of Rosario (Argentina) with CTK main editor. Despite the editorial team expected to be able to schedule a translation of a Kant’s text in every issue, this time this section remains without content. In the meanwhile some other new sections were created in the journal, giving it its own mark.

Moreover, the Digital Library of Kantian Studies, associated to our journal under the name of CTK E-Books, has released the second volume of the series Hemeneutica Kantiana¹. This electronic publishing house has also signed its first coedition contract with the UNALCO and the UNAM publishing houses. The supported collective volume will have the title Kant’s practical philosophy.

Roberto R. Aramayo (CTK Editor-In-Chief), Berlin, 30th November 2017

¹ https://www.con-textoskantianos.net/index.php/revista/pages/view/hermeneutica